
Furhat Robot 
packages



Whether you’re a researcher or early-adopter, have robots 
already or just started working with robots, our robot 
packages and plus subscription model are here to help you 
build the robot interactions you want. 

With personal guidance and support, building robot 
interactions has never been easier!





Our packages
Designed to suit your needs and budget



Get access to the most essential features of the Furhat Robot and 
Furhat SDK. 

Create single-party interactions with the Kotlin Skill API.

Access tutorials, example skills and engage with the Open Furhat 
Community. 

Available to upgrade at any time. 

Basic package $13,900*

*10% OFF for Academia/Non-profit



Unlock the full potential of the Furhat Robot and Furhat SDK. 

Access sensors and API’s to create custom integrations with your 
technology.  

Customize the appearance of the robot with a comprehensive selection 
of faces and voices. 

Access to the Furhat Library to get a head-start in developing skills for 
Furhat. 

Direct remote support when needed. 

Available to upgrade at any time.

Standard package $19,900*

*10% OFF for Academia/Non-profit



Kick-start your journey with a personal onboarding for your whole team. 

Use the robot in classes with the latest workshop material from courses 
and trainings organised by Furhat Robotics. 

Get more unique faces and more skills in The Furhat Library. 

Extended warranty and service & premium support to make sure you 
always get the help you need.

Travel case and extra mask of your choosing (child, anime, dog) included!

Premium package $24,900*

*10% OFF for Academia/Non-profit



plus
A support system for innovation



We want to make creating social robot interactions easier 
for anyone, no matter their experience level with robots.

You can now add plus to the Standard and Premium 
packages and get the personal guidance and hassle free 
experience that you need to create successful robot 
interactions and applications. 



Highlights

Dedicated support from 
Furhat experts with 
monthly meetings 

focused on your 
individual needs

Unlimited SDK licenses 
for large groups so 

everyone in your team 
can work simultaneously

Annual robot 
maintenance service 

meeting with physical 
visit to fix any potential 

issues

Access to quarterly 
events with Furhat 

experts for training, 
demos and upcoming 

feature previews



Overview

Basic/Standard/Premium Standard plus/Premium plus
Furhat Studio licenses (SDK) 1/3/15 Unlimited
Third-party credentials 3 months Unlimited licenses and usage
   Speech recognition - Google 3 months unlimited
   Speech recognition - Microsoft 3 months unlimited
   Speech synthesis - Amazon 3 months unlimited
   Speech synthesis - Microsoft 3 months unlimited
   Speech synthesis - Acapela 3 months (non-commercial use) Unlimited (non-commercial use)
Support one year/ one year / two years continuous
Yearly service of robot not included included
Dedicated Furhat experts no yes
Monthly personal meetings no yes
Quarterly events no yes

Price - 1st year free with Premium package 
$399/month (billed yearly)



- A monthly meeting with your dedicated 

Furhat expert focused on your individual 

needs: code review, UX design, use-case 

development - whatever you need to help 

you fast-track your project!

- A quarterly event in which Furhat experts 

demo upcoming features, share company 

insights, and provide exclusive SDK training 

so you can make the most out of Furhat’s 

features and skill framework. 

Furhat expert support 
includes



Born from research, developed by experts, 
delivered with passion

Arnaud Henneville-Wedholm
arnaud@furhatrobotics.com  

+46 70 040 52 25

mailto:arnaud@furhatrobotics.com

